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Abstract
The logarithmic R2-corrected F (R) gravity is investigated as a prototype model of modified
gravity theories with quantum corrections. By using the auxiliary field method, the model is
described by the general relativity with a scalaron field. The scalaron field can be identified as
an inflaton at the primordial inflation era. It is also one of the dark matter candidates in the
dark energy era. It is found that a wide range of the parameters is consistent with the current
observations of CMB fluctuations, dark energy and dark matter.
1 Introduction
F (R) gravity is one of the interesting extensions of the general relativity. As is known, a class
of F (R) gravity induces the primordial and current accelerated expansion of the universe, for a
review, see Refs. 1–4 and references therein. The model reproduces the general relativity at the
weak curvature limit and has the potential to solve the origin of the primordial inflation and dark
energy. The additional physical degree of freedom in the F (R) gravity can be described by a scalar
field.
The fluctuation of the scalar field around the minimum of the effective potential can be regarded
as a massive scalaron field. Because of the chameleon mechanism the scalaron field is light enough
in a galaxy scale while it is too heavy to observe in high energy experiments on the earth. It is
pointed out that the scalaron field can play a role of the dark matter in R2 modified gravity.5–7 In
Refs. 8, 9 it is found that fine-tuning of the model parameter or introducing an additional term is
necessary to stabilize the scalar field against the two-photon decay in the Starobinsky like model.10
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It is considered that leading order corrections in a higher derivative quantum gravity introduce
logarithmic terms with respect to the curvature R. Hence, the logarithmic F (R) gravity is regarded
as a prototype model of the gravity theory with quantum corrections and able to describe the
primordial and current accelerated expansion of the universe.11 In this paper we consider the
scalaron field in the logarithmic F (R) gravity as a dark matter candidate and investigate the
allowed region for parameters of the logarithmic F (R) gravity at the inflation era and dark energy
era.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the logarithmic R2-corrected F (R)
gravity and derive the equivalent scalar-tensor theory. In Sec. 3 we consider the scalaron field at
the dark energy (DE) era and evaluate the allowed parameter range as a dark matter candidate.
The section 4 is devoted for the concluding remarks.
2 Logarithmic F (R) gravity
2.1 Set up
Throughout this paper we employ the logarithmic R2-corrected F (R) gravity defined by the action
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−gF (R) + SMatter , (1)
with
F (R) = R− ΛDE
[
1− α R
RC
ln
(
R
RC
)]
+ κ2γ0
[
1 + γ1 ln
(
R
R0
)]
R2, (2)
where κ is inverse of the reduced Planck mass and SMatter represents the action of Standard Model
(SM) particles, ΛDE describes the current cosmological constant. The model has five free constant
parameters, α, RC , γ0, γ1 and R0. Here we assume the parameter RC at the DE scale and R0 at
the primordial inflation scale.
This model is based on the Starobinsky type R2 modified gravity,
F (R) = R + ΛDE + κ
2γR2. (3)
If we consider leading order quantum corrections in a multiplicatively renormalizable higher-derivative
quantum gravity, the cosmological constant, ΛDE, and the coefficient, γ, in front of R
2 obtain log-
arithmic corrections as Eq.(2).11
For practical calculations it is more convenient to introduce an auxiliary field A and rewrite the
action (1) as
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g [F ′(A)R − {F ′(A)A − F (A)}] + SMatter. (4)
From this action the equation of motion for A is given by
F ′′(A)(R −A) = 0, (5)
where F ′(A) and F ′′(A) represents the first and second derivatives of F (A). The original action
(1) is reproduced by substituting the solution of the equation of motion, A = R, to the action (4).
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2.2 Scalaron description
The action (4) is a kind of scalar-tensor theory in the Jordan frame. The theory can be expressed
by an equivalent action in the Einstein frame. Performing the Weyl transformation, gµν → g˜µν =
F ′(A)gµν and replacing the auxiliary field, A, with the scalaron field, ϕ,
F ′(A) ≡ e2κϕ/
√
6, (6)
we obtain the action in the Einstein frame,
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√
−g˜R˜+
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
−1
2
g˜µν(∂µϕ)(∂νϕ)− V (ϕ)
]
+ S˜Matter , (7)
where R˜ and S˜Matter describe the Ricci scalar and the SM action with respect to the transformed
metric, g˜µν . The potential V (ϕ) is given by
V (ϕ) =
1
2κ2
F ′(A)A− F (A)
F ′2(A)
. (8)
From Eq. (6) and the solution of the equation of motion, A = R, the scalaron field ϕ is given as a
function of the Ricci scalar.
The scalaron field interacts with the SM particles in the action, S˜Matter . Thus the energy-
momentum tensor of SM, T µν , contributes the equation of motion for the scalaron field. The
contribution is included in the effective potential,
Veff (ϕ) ≡ V (ϕ) − 1
4
e−4κϕ/
√
6T µµ. (9)
If the effective potential is bounded below, the scalaron field has a stable ground state. Then, the
scalaron mass is defined by the second derivative of the effective potential at the minimum,
d2Veff (ϕ)
dϕ2
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕmin
= m2ϕ. (10)
Since any consequences of the scalaron field have not been observed in the laboratory, the interac-
tions between the scalaron and SM particles should be weak enough at the solar system scale. From
Eq.(9) it is found that the scalaron mass depends on the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. Since
this dependence generates large scalaron mass at the solar system scale, the interaction between
the scalaron and SM particles is screened out. It is known as the chameleon mechanism.8, 9, 12, 13
2.3 Constraints at inflation era
The third term in Eq. (2) induces exponential expansion of the universe at the inflation era, R ∼ R0.
The allowed parameters range is systematically studied in Ref. 11. To reproduce the inflationary
parameters obtained in the Starobinsky R2 modified gravity model, the second term in Eq. (2)
should be much smaller than the other terms. Comparing the first and second terms at the scale
R ∼ R0 ≫ RC ∼ ΛDE > 0, we can ignore the second term for
R0 ≫ αΛDE R0
RC
ln(R0/RC). (11)
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Next we also assume ln(R/R0) ∼ O(1) and compare the second term and the logarithmic correction
for the third term in Eq. (2). The contribution from the second term can be ignored for
R20 ≫
1
κ2γ0γ1
ΛDE
[
1− α R0
RC
ln(R0/RC)
]
. (12)
The inequality (12) is obviously satisfied for
R20 ≫
1
κ2γ0γ1
ΛDE , (13)
R20 ≫
1
κ2γ0γ1
αΛDE
R0
RC
ln(R0/RC). (14)
Under the conditions (11), (13) and (14) the second term in Eq. (2) is ignored in the inflation era.
Then the F (R) reads
F (R) ∼ R+ κ2γ0
[
1 + γ1 ln
(
R
R0
)]
R2. (15)
From Eqs. (6), (15) and the solution of the equation of motion, A = R, the Ricci scalar R is
given as a function of the scalaron field, ϕ,
R(ϕ) =
e2κϕ/
√
6 − 1
2κ2γ0γ1W (G(ϕ))
, (16)
with
G(ϕ) =
e
1
2
+ 1
γ1
(
e2κϕ/
√
6 − 1
)
2κ2γ0γ1R0
. (17)
In Eq. (16) we use the LambeltW -function which is defined by the inverse of the following function,
z =W (z)eW (z). (18)
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (8), we obtain the scalaron potential in the inflation era,
V (ϕ) =
1
2κ2
κ2γ0
F (R(ϕ))′2
[
1 + γ1 + γ1 ln
(
R(ϕ)
R0
)]
R(ϕ)2
=
1
2
γ0γ1R
2
0e
−4κϕ/
√
6−1− 2
γ1
+2W (G(ϕ))
(
1
2
+W (G(ϕ))
)
. (19)
Here we regard the scalaron field as an inflaton. It is assumed that the scalaron potential
dominates the energy of the early universe and the contribution from the SM particles is neglected.
The observed fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) constrain the shape of the
scalaron potential. We employ the slow roll scenario and fix the parameters, γ0, γ1 and R0, to
satisfy the curvature power spectrum As, the spectral index ns, tensor-to-scalar ratio r, observed
in the fluctuations of CMB. After some numerical calculations, a set of consistent parameters is
obtained. If we tune the parameters as
γ0 = 1.95× 109, (20)
γ1 = 6.40× 10−3, (21)
κ2R0 = 4.00, (22)
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the CMB fluctuations are predicted as
As = 2.35× 10−9, (23)
ns = 0.964, (24)
r = 2.01× 10−3. (25)
These values are consistent with the observed results.14 As is pointed out in Ref. 11, the renormal-
ization group flow gives an additional constraint. It should be noted that we do not adapt to the
renormalization group analysis in the present model.
3 Scalaron as Dark Matter
3.1 Constraints from DE
In the current universe a typical curvature, R, is much smaller than the primordial inflation scale,
R0. In the DE dominant era, R0 ≫ R ∼ RC ∼ ΛDE > 0, the contribution from the third term in
Eq. (2) should be ignored. We fix γ0, γ1 and κ
2R0 by Eqs. (20), (21) and (22) then the logarithmic
correction in the third term is dropped. Thus the model parameters should be assumed to satisfy
RC ≫ κ2γ0R2C , (26)
ΛDE ≫ κ2γ0R2C , (27)
|α|ΛDE ≫ κ2γ0R2C . (28)
Under these assumptions in the DE dominant era, F (R) is approximated by
F (R) ≃ R− ΛDE
[
1− α R
RC
ln
(
R
RC
)]
. (29)
Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (6), we obtain the following relationship between the scalaron
field, φ, and the curvature, R,
R/RC = exp
[
RC
αΛDE
(e2κϕ/
√
6 − 1)− 1
]
. (30)
Since no stable ground state is observed for a negative α in our numerical calculations, we assume
that the α has a positive value below. As is shown in Fig. 1, we observe that the curvature, R, is
monotonically increasing as a function of the scalaron field, ϕ. Since we assume R0 ≫ R ∼ RC ∼
ΛDE > 0 in the DE dominant era, a larger ϕ is beyond the approximation (29).
3.2 Scalaron potential
In the DE dominant era the energy-momentum tensor of SM also contributes the potential energy
for the scalaron field. Inserting Eq. (29) into Eq. (9) with Eq. (8), we obtain the effective potential,
Veff (ϕ) =
αΛDEe
−4κϕ/
√
6
2κ2
(
exp
[
RC
αΛDE
(e2κϕ/
√
6 − 1)− 1
]
+
1
α
− κ
2T µµ
2αΛDE
)
. (31)
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Figure 1: Curvature R as a function of the scalaron field, ϕ, for RC/ΛDE = 10
−2.
The stable ground state is found by observing the minimum of the effective potential.
To show the existence of a stable ground state we consider the large and small ϕ limits of the
effective potential (31). For κϕ/
√
6≫ 1 the effective potential (31) is simplified to
Veff (ϕ) ≃ αΛDE
2κ2
exp
[
RC
αΛDE
(e2κϕ/
√
6 − 1)
]
. (32)
Since α is assumed to be a positive value, the effective potential is exponentially increases as a
function of ϕ. At the small ϕ limit, κϕ/
√
6≪ 1, the effective potential (31) reduces to
Veff (ϕ) ≃ ΛDE
2κ2
[
αe−1 + 1− κ
2T µµ
2ΛDE
+
(
−2αe−1 − 2 + e
−1RC
ΛDE
+
κ2T µµ
ΛDE
)
2κϕ√
6
]
. (33)
The effective potential (33) is a decreasing function for
−2αe−1 − 2 + e
−1RC
ΛDE
+
κ2T µµ
ΛDE
< 0. (34)
In the DE dominant era it is assumed that R ∼ RC ∼ ΛDE > 0. In the solar system a representative
scale of T µµ is −10−17GeV4. Then the major contribution of the left hand side in Eq. (34) comes
from the fourth term which is negative and of the order of κ2T µµ/ΛDE ∼ −1030. In this case
the effective potential decreases and increases for a small and large ϕ, respectively. It shows the
existence of a stable ground state.
In Fig. 2 we plot typical behavior of the effective potential (31). It is observed that the effective
potential exponentially increases for κϕ/
√
6 & 0.04. The slope is consistent with the approximate
equation (32) (green dashed line). As is shown in Fig. 2 the effective potential (solid blue line) is
coincident with the approximate equation (33) (orange dashed line) at the small ϕ limit. A stable
ground state is found at κϕ/
√
6 ∼ 0.03.
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Figure 2: Behavior of the effective potential (31) for α = 10−4, RC/ΛDE = 10−2 and κ2T µµ/ΛDE =
−10−5. The green and orange dashed lines represent the approximate equations (32) and (33),
respectively.
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Figure 3: Behavior of the effective potential for κ2T µµ/ΛDE = 10
−5 as α and b vary.
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To study the contribution from the logarithmic correction term in Eq. (29)we plot the effective
potential (31) as α and b ≡ RC/ΛDE vary. It is clearly observed that the logarithmic correction plays
a decisive role for the start point of the exponential increasing behavior. Thus the scalaron mass
which is given by the second derivative at the minimum significantly depends on the logarithmic
correction term. A heavier scalaron mass is generated for smaller α and larger b.
The minimum of the effective potential is found by solving the gap equation,
dVeff (ϕ)
dϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕmin
= 0. (35)
After some calculations, we obtain
κϕmin/
√
6 =
1
2
ln
{
αΛDE
RC
[
2 +W
(
1
α
e
−1+ Rc
αΛDE
(
2− κ
2T µµ
ΛDE
))]}
. (36)
κϕmin/
√
6 ≃ 1
2
ln
{
1 +
αΛDE
RC
[
1 + ln
(
2ΛDE − κ2T µµ
αRC
)]}
. (37)
Calculating the second derivative of effective potential (31) and inserting the field variable (36), we
obtain the scalaron mass,
m2ϕ = V
′′
eff (ϕ)
∣∣
ϕ=ϕmin
=
(2ΛDE − κ2T µµ)R2C
6α2Λ2DE

 1
W
(
1
αe
−1+ Rc
αΛDE
(
2− κ2TµµΛDE
))
+
1
2 +W
(
1
αe
−1+ Rc
αΛDE
(
2− κ2TµµΛDE
))

 . (38)
Here the ratio, αΛDE/RC , should be much smaller than unity, αΛDE/RC ≪ 1, from the constraint
at the inflation era (12). In the solar system the trace of the energy-momentum tensor develops a
large and negative value,
κ2T µµ/ΛDE ∼ −1030. (39)
Adapting these conditions, we drop non-leading terms and approximate the Lambert W -function
by,
W (x) ≃ lnx for x≫ 1. (40)
and find a simple expression for the scalaron mass,
m2ϕ ≃
(2ΛDE − κ2T µµ)RC
3αΛDE
1 + αΛDERC ln
[
2ΛDE−κ2Tµµ
αΛDE
]
(
1 + αΛDERC ln
[
2ΛDE−κ2Tµµ
αΛDE
])2
−
(
αΛDE
RC
)2 (41)
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m2ϕ ≃ −
κ2RCT
µ
µ
3αΛDE
. (42)
The square of the scalaron mass is inversely proportional to the parameter α which is the coefficient
of the logarithmic correction term. Therefore, we conclude that the quantum gravity correction has
a significant contribution to the scalaron mass in the DE dominant era. It should be noted that the
scalaron mass is not divergent with no logarithmic correction, α = 0, because the approximation
(40) can not be adapted at the limit.
We numerically calculate the square of the scalaron mass (38) and plot it as a function of T µµ
in Fig.4. The scalaron mass is estimated by Eq. (42) in the correct order of magnitude.
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Figure 4: Scalaron mass as a function of T µµ for α = 10
−4 and RC/ΛDE = 10−2. The solid and
dashed lines represent the square of the scalaron mass (38) and (42), respectively.
3.3 Realistic model parameters
To identify the scalaron as a dark matter the scalaron lifetime must be longer than the age of the
current universe,
τϕ > τuni ∼ 1017s. (43)
The decay channel and width of the scalaron depend on the scalaron mass and the interaction with
the SM particles. The lower bound of the lifetime imposes the upper bound for the scalaron mass.
The scalaron lifetime is roughly estimated by the decay channel into two photons and two gluons
through massive fermion and gauge boson loops.8, 9 Following the discussion in Ref. 8 we obtain
the upper bound for the scalaron mass,
m2ϕ . O(1)[GeV
2]. (44)
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In the logarithmic F (R) gravity the scalaron mass is given by (42). Thus the scalaron mass
upper bound (44) guaranteed for
RC
3αΛDE
. O(1055), (45)
in the solar system, T µµ ∼ −10−17GeV4. This inequality is satisfied for a wide range of α if we set
the parameter, RC , at the DE scale, ΛDE .
Combining the inequality (45) with the constraints at inflation era and DE dominant era, we find
the allowed value for RC/ΛDE as a function of α. In Fig. 5 the colored area indicates the allowed
region. Thus the logarithmic F (R) gravity contains a dark matter candidate without fine-tuning
the model parameters, RC and α.
(45)
(27)
(28)
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Figure 5: Allowed region for α and RC/ΛDE .
4 Conclusion
We have studied the scalaron dark matter in the logarithmic R2-corrected F (R) gravity which
is constructed by the R2 and cosmological constant terms with the logarithmic corrections. We
describe an additional degree of freedom by the scalaron field and identify it as the inflaton at
the inflation era and the dark matter at the DE dominant era. The model parameters are tuned
to dominate the energy density of the universe by the logarithmic-corrected terms of R2 at the
inflation era and cosmological constant at the DE dominant era.
In the inflation era we adopt the slow roll inflation scenario and constrain the model parameters
to reproduce a realistic fluctuation of the cosmic microwave background. Evaluating the effective
potential in the DE dominant era, we find the stable ground state for the scalaron field and calculate
the scalaron mass. It is found that the dominant contribution to the scalaron mass comes from the
logarithmic correction term and the scalaron lifetime is enough long as a dark matter candidate for
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a wide parameters range in the solar system. Therefore the logarithmic F (R) gravity introduces
not only the primordial and current accelerated expansion of the universe but also the gravitational
origin of the dark matter.
There are some remaining problems. It is expected that the model parameters are also con-
strained in critical phenomena at the early universe.15 The interaction with the SM particles should
be introduced and the reheating process should be analyzed to estimate the relic abundance of the
scalaron dark matter. We hope to report some solutions to these problems in the future.
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